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ABSTRACT
We seek to understand the evolving needs of people who
are faced with a life-changing medical diagnosis based on
analyses of queries extracted from an anonymized search
query log. Focusing on breast cancer, we manually tag a
set of Web searchers as showing disruptive shifts in focus
of attention and long-term patterns of search behavior con-
sistent with the diagnosis and treatment of breast cancer.
We build and apply probabilistic classifiers to detect these
searchers from multiple sessions and to detect the timing
of diagnosis, using a variety of temporal and statistical fea-
tures. We explore the changes in information-seeking over
time before and after an inferred diagnosis of breast cancer
by aligning multiple searchers by the likely time of diag-
nosis. We automatically identify 1700 candidate searchers
with an estimated 90% precision, and we predict the day of
diagnosis within 15 days with an 88% accuracy. We show
that the geographic and demographic attributes of searchers
identified with high probability are strongly correlated with
ground truth of reported incidence rates. We then analyze
the content of queries over time from searchers for whom
diagnosis was predicted, using a detailed ontology of cancer-
related search terms. Our analysis reveals the rich temporal
structure of the evolving queries of people likely diagnosed
with breast cancer. Finally, we focus on subtypes of illness
based on inferred stages of cancer and show clinically rel-
evant dynamics of information seeking based on dominant
stage expressed by searchers.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.2.8 [Database
management]: Database applications—data mining

Keywords: medical search, cancer, behavior analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
When faced with significant life-changing events such as

the onset of a serious illness, people often turn to search
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engines to better understand their situation and to collect
information to guide future decisions. Receiving a diagnosis
of a serious cancer is shocking and life changing. Patients
are immediately faced with medical, psychological, finan-
cial, cosmetic, and social challenges. On the medical side,
patients are quickly immersed in new terminology about
diagnosis, prognosis, and multiple critical and potentially
time-sensitive decisions about alternative courses of treat-
ment. Patients and their loved ones seeking understanding
and guidance increasingly rely on Web search for locating
helpful information [6, 15, 21, 27].

Disruptive changes, such as being diagnosed with a life-
threatening illness, may lead to characteristic patterns of
search over extended timelines. Aligning and aggregating
patterns in longitudinal search behavior across many search-
ers can serve as lens for understanding the interests and in-
tentions of searchers over time. We present such an analysis
in this paper, focusing on breast cancer as a sensor of hu-
man behavior and attention, understanding the information
needs that searchers traverse over time. Observed patterns
of interest and concern in search logs strongly correlate with
expected questions and informational needs associated with
the diagnosis and treatment of someone who has been faced
with the disruptive news about cancer.

To study the evolving and episodic nature of search in
the context of breast cancer, we leverage anonymized search
logs from a popular Web search engine to learn to detect
and understand disruptive shifts in the focus of attention of
searchers, and to track the evolving informational needs and
corresponding search patterns. For our retrospective analy-
sis with anonymized logs, we focus on searchers who demon-
strate intensive and long-lived shifts in attention to breast
cancer, and who subsequently behave as expected given the
life history of the illness and its treatment. After a broad
filtering of search logs for general interest in breast cancer,
three annotators manually tagged a subset of searchers as
having likely been diagnosed with breast cancer, based on
noting a disruptive shift of focus and the timeline of changing
information needs. Beyond identifying such searchers, the
annotators noted the online search session that appeared to
be closest to the time a diagnosis had been received, based
on the appearance of a flood of detailed pathology and stag-
ing queries coming after queries on screening and biopsy, at
a well-understood rhythm of the life history of breast cancer
[29, 24]. We then use these labeled cases to build classifiers
capable of identifying searchers with similar characteristics
in large-scale log data.

As an additional verification of classifier accuracy, we cor-



relate rates of breast cancer estimated by considering the
geographical (U.S. state) and demographic (gender and age)
distribution of searchers with national incidence rates pro-
vided by the National Cancer Institute. We show that search
statistics from those assigned a high probability of having
been diagnosed with breast cancer using our classifier pro-
vide estimates of incidence that correlate strongly and sig-
nificantly with ground truth incidence rates. The correlation
marks a tenfold increase from that obtained with searchers
assigned lower probabilities of having been diagnosed.

The availability of accurate prediction methods facilitates
rich analysis of aggregated information-seeking behavior over
a population of searchers. Given a set of searchers identi-
fied as characteristic of experiencing a cancer diagnosis, we
align multiple life histories around common points to iden-
tify shared patterns of information-seeking over the course of
an illness. We analyze aggregate search patterns over time
using a large set of relevant search terms organized into an
ontology constructed specifically for this study. The results
provide insights about the dynamics of information needs
and highlight the promise of using search histories extracted
from anonymized logs to better understand the attentional
dynamics and information challenges that people may face
when handling significant life events.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The Web is a central source of health-related information,

with 81% of Americans using the Internet to find health in-
formation according to a recent survey [11]. Internet-based
health information acquisition enables broader and faster
information access. However, concerns have arisen about
the information available via the Web as healthcare infor-
mation on the Web varies in quality and clarity [8] and the
information can be misunderstood and misused [3]. Several
researchers have sought to gain an understanding of health
information-seeking on the Internet, using interviews and fo-
cus groups [23], surveys [28], and more recently, large-scale
analysis of search engine logs [2, 5, 32].

Information access plays an important role for cancer pa-
tients [35], most especially during treatment [26], when de-
cisions with difficult tradeoffs and unclear answers must be
made. Almost all cancer patients want access to all relevant
information [13], and a majority of breast cancer patients
prefer to have a role in decision making [18]. These reasons,
coupled with the rise of the Web as a common information
source for cancer patients [27], have led to further study of
online information-seeking for cancer [6, 15]. In a recent
study, resonating with motivations of this paper, Ofran et
al. [21] analyzed cancer-related search engine queries to infer
general patterns of cancer information seeking. The latter
study relied on query volume rather than constructing and
employing classifiers for identifying searchers experiencing a
diagnosis and the likely timing of the diagnosis as we do.

Our study involving large-scale search logs forms part of
a more general body of work that has demonstrated that
search query logs can be an effective source of data for learn-
ing about human behavior. Search logs have been used to
study how people use search engines [30], to predict future
search actions and interests [17, 9, 10], and to detect real-
world events and activities [25]. In the health and medi-
cal domain, much research has demonstrated the ability to
understand real-world activity from search data including
the detection of influenza [14] and dengue [7] outbreaks, the

discovery of side effects of medications [34], insights into
healthcare utilization [33], and measuring the effectiveness
of public health awareness campaigns [1]. Studies in the
information retrieval (IR) community have also examined
search tasks that span multiple sessions [16], with a view to
supporting task resumption over time.

3. SURVEY ON CANCER-RELATED WEB
ACTIVITY

To give additional context and motivation for our log-
based analysis, we first present results of a survey we con-
ducted asking a random sample of employees at our insti-
tution about their Web activity and experience following a
cancer diagnosis. We collected 867 anonymous responses
using an internal Web-based survey system.

We asked respondents if they or someone they know had
been diagnosed with cancer in the past five years. 36.7% an-
swered Yes, among whom a plurality said a parent was diag-
nosed (30.5%) followed by a non-immediate family member
or relative (23.3%). 6.0% of respondents had been diagnosed
personally. Of those who specified a type of cancer, breast
cancer was the most common, with 13.5% of responses.

89.4% of respondents personally diagnosed reported that
they had searched for information about breast cancer on
the Web. This percentage is 76.8% for those with an im-
mediate family member diagnosed, and 55.7% with another
relative or friend diagnosed. We found that the likelihood
of searching for information increases with the closeness of
the searcher to the person diagnosed, as would be expected.
These numbers suggest that a substantial number of people
search the Web regarding a recent cancer diagnosis.

Quality of Information.
Although many people use the Web for cancer informa-

tion, many find the information to be of poor quality. In
total, 41.2% of respondents answered Yes to the question,
“Did you find certain information or resources contradictory
or confusing?”

We allowed for free-form responses to provide participants
with an option to explain what was confusing, and sepa-
rately to describe any conflicts that arose specifically be-
tween advice received from a physician and information they
had found on the Web. These sample responses illustrate dif-
ficulties that people have with using the Web for information
about cancer and its treatment:

• I don’t like checking the web – it’s too depressing, con-
fusing, overwhelming and contradictory. I like to follow
a doctor’s advice and go with it.

• Some of the websites out there can do more harm than
good. The diagnosis is really devastating, the last thing
you want is some idiot’s opinion.

Multiple responses said the information was “overwhelm-
ing”. Another common complaint was there were few com-
prehensive sources of information, so one would have to read
many different sources to form a complete picture. Others
complained of difficulties discerning legitimate websites from
lower quality sources. Information was also said to vary de-
pending on whether the source endorsed Western or East-
ern medicine, as well as whether the source was from North
America or Europe. Two respondents said they were explic-
itly told not to use the Web by their doctors, while another



Category of search content Searched Ratio
Information about the type of cancer 100.0% 1.60

Information about cancer staging / grading 88.2% 1.47
Prognosis (survival rates or other statistics) 82.4% 1.09

Information about treatment options 76.5% 1.09
Side effects of treatment 70.6% 1.26

Information about the diagnostic process 58.8% 1.12
Explanations of a pathology report 52.9% 2.62

Advances in treatment and other research 52.9% 1.36
Healthcare providers 47.1% 2.06

Symptoms and signs of cancer or metastasis 41.2% 0.86
Info. about diet, exercise, and lifestyle issues 35.3% 1.17

Health insurance and financial issues 17.6% 1.48
Support groups and online communities 11.8% 0.76

Cancer awareness and outreach 5.9% 0.42
Stories from cancer survivors / celebrities 5.9% 0.30

Table 1: The percentage of personally diagnosed
survey respondents who searched for various types
of information, as well as the ratio of values between
those diagnosed and all other respondents.

respondent said they worked with the doctor to identify a
list of trustworthy websites.

Clearly, many people have found difficulties and dangers
with using the Web as a resource, yet there is also a clear de-
sire to seek information from the Web despite the challenges.
On the other side of opinions, respondents expressed clear
advantages of accessing information from Web:

• I found that doctors and nurses did not always sync in
the information they provided. So I would validate or do
further research on the net.

• Actually, the information I found confirmed and let me
better understand what I have heard from the doctor.
This was particularly important because the treatment
was conducted abroad.

The survey results suggest that information from the Web
can be a useful complement to information provided by health-
care professionals. However, there are challenges with find-
ing information that is reliable, comprehensive, and relevant
to searchers. The first step toward evaluating and enhancing
the value of cancer-related Web search is to understand the
information needs and behavioral dynamics of search users.
The log based analysis presented in the remainder of this pa-
per provides rich insights into these issues, in greater depth
than can be gleaned from survey responses alone.

Content of Interest.
In order to understand what information is important to

those affected by cancer, we asked respondents to state the
types of content that were searched (from a checkbox list),
e.g. information about prognosis or treatments. Table 1
shows the percentage of respondents who were personally
diagnosed that searched for different categories of search.

We calculated the ratio of each categories percentage among
those personally diagnosed to the percentage among all other
respondents, shown in the right column of the table. We see
that the diagnosed respondents were much more likely to
search about their pathology reports (by a factor of 2.6),
and also more likely to search for healthcare providers and
insurance, information about cancer staging and grading,
advances in treatment, and treatment side effects. Knowing
these associations with diagnosed searchers can help inform

Time Query
Nov 13 2013 7:40pm feels like lump in breast
Dec 1 2013 11:21am pain after biopsy
Dec 1 2013 11:31am what happens after breast biopsy
Dec 9 2013 6:33pm how often are breast lumps cancer
Dec 9 2013 6:45pm does cancer make you thirsty
Dec 9 2013 6:49pm how long does it take for biopsy results
Dec 12 2013 12:08pm stage 2a breast cancer
Dec 12 2013 12:15pm invasive ductal carcinoma
Dec 12 2013 12:17pm poorly differentiated idc breast cancer
Dec 12 2013 12:29pm breast cancer survival rate
Dec 12 2013 12:32pm stage 2 breast cancer survival rate
Dec 12 2013 7:44pm breast reconstruction surgery
Dec 12 2013 7:46pm breast reconstruction after cancer
Dec 13 2013 8:05am breast cancer treatment
Dec 13 2013 8:16am recovering from breast cancer
Dec 15 2013 09:20am breast cancer surgeon
Dec 15 2013 10:22am full mastectomy
Dec 15 2013 10:23am mastectomy pros and cons
Dec 15 2013 10:29am do you need chemo after mastectomy

Table 2: An example of queries by a fictitious user
consistent with many users in our dataset. In this
example, Dec 12 would have been labeled as DDX.

our classification of search histories that are characteristic
of experiencing cancer, as described in the next section.

4. DATA COLLECTION

4.1 Data Source
The primary source of behavioral data for this study is

a proprietary data set composed of the anonymized logs of
consenting users of a widely distributed Web browser add-
on. The data set was gathered over an 18-month period from
February 2012 through July 2013. It consists of billions
of queries, issued by millions of searchers to popular Web
search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo!, etc.), represented as
tuples including a unique user identifier, a timestamp for
each query, and the text of the query issued. User loca-
tion information in the logs is used for later comparisons
between counts of searchers in the logs who are classified as
having breast cancer with incidence rates provided by US
federal agencies. We do not consider users’ IP addresses
directly, only geographic location information derived from
them (city and state). All log entries resolving to the same
town or city were assigned the same latitude and longitude.
To remove variability caused by cultural and linguistic vari-
ation in search behavior, we only include log entries from
the English-speaking United States locale.

We also used data provided under contract by the Internet
analytics company, comScore. comScore recruits millions of
opt-in consumer panelists who give explicit permission to
passively measure their online activities using monitoring
software citeFulgoni05. Search queries in these logs are as-
sociated with the user’s age and gender. We employ the
comScore data only in section 6.2.2, to compare the demo-
graphic distribution of cancer searchers in the data to known
incidence rates.

4.2 Corpus Creation
Our goal is to analyze the content and timing of breast

cancer-related search. The first task is to create a corpus of
search histories that appear to refer to a breast cancer diag-



nosis with experiential search sessions. Given the terms of
use under which the log data were collected, user identifying
information was removed from the logs at source. As such,
we did not have a way to contact searchers directly to deter-
mine whether diagnosis occurred. We therefore performed
manual labeling of the logs to generate data for training and
evaluating our classifiers.

We began by collecting data from users who issued a query
containing the string “breast cancer” in at least three sepa-
rate search sessions and whose histories spanned at least 20
days. 138,306 users met this criteria. Then, we set out to
manually tag searchers whose histories were consistent with
a cancer diagnosis. We sought tags on 480 of these users
drawn randomly from the larger set. The three co-authors
independently provided labels with two types of information:

1. DX classification: We labeled whether the search his-
tory spans the time when a diagnosis (DX) of breast can-
cer has occurred. We first labeled search histories as
whether (P) or not (N) the history showed a sustained
focus of attention on breast cancer, relative to other med-
ical searches. Searchers with many queries about many
diseases (which may arise for example if the searcher is
a medical professional) would be treated as negative in-
stances for DX. Of the users who do have a sustained
breast cancer focus, we labeled whether this focus of at-
tention began during the search activity contained in the
data (PP), or whether the focus of attention is strong
throughout the entire history (PN). The latter is also
treated as a negative instance because the time of the
attentional shift to breast cancer (e.g. a new diagnosis)
does not happen within the period of history included
in the data. The positive examples have characteristics
that are consistent with a patient (or loved ones search-
ing on her behalf) who learned of a diagnosis during the
search history, although in the absence of ground truth,
we have no guarantees about how many of these users
are grappling with a new cancer diagnosis. Even though
we cannot construct a data set with guaranteed quality,
we can at least filter out histories that do not plausibly
express an experience of diagnosis.

2. DDX identification: If a shift of focus of attention
to breast cancer, consistent with a new diagnosis, was
labeled to have occurred during the available period of
search, we note the likely day of the diagnosis, referred
to as DDX. Searchers would issue sets of searches over a
period of days, resonating with a real-world sequence of
queries on mammography (e.g., revealing in the logs that
they had obtained information that a screening was sus-
picious and needed to be followed up), followed by biopsy,
and, in many cases, onto searches on pathology and stag-
ing information. Table 2 gives an example search history.
We chose the label to be consistent with the time when
an actual patient would have learned of a diagnosis: the
first day that search queries indicate a confirmation from
laboratory results, per the specifics shared on pathology,
stage, and grade as is often included by physicians in
discussion and/or via a diagnostic report shared with pa-
tients at the time of diagnosis.

The annotators were shown all queries in sessions containing
relevant terms (the terms in our term ontology described in
the next section) as well as timestamp information (but not
the query content) of remaining sessions. Annotator 3 has a

medical background (an MD) and provided guidelines on the
criteria to apply during judging. Each searcher was assigned
one of three labels described in (1) above, and in cases of
ambiguity, annotators were asked to provide multiple labels
in order of likelihood.

Annotator 1 labeled all 480 searchers, while Annotators 2
and 3 each labeled disjoint sets of 150 searchers. Annotators
1 and 2 agreed on the top choice of label on 69% of users
(κ = 0.51). Annotators 1 and 3 agreed on 77% (κ = 0.61). A
plurality (40%) of disagreements were between the PN and
PP labels, while a minority (28%) of disagreements were on
N versus PP. Disagreements were resolved by taking a ma-
jority vote whenever the two annotators had included a label
somewhere in the list, even if it was not the top choice. This
accounted for 83% of users. To be conservative, the remain-
ing users were assigned the most negative label (PN over PP
and N over PN) that either annotator included in the list
of possible labels, so as to avoid using ambiguous cases as
positive examples. To increase the amount of training data,
Annotator 1 also labeled an additional 180 searchers. Again,
for ambiguous users with multiple labels, the most negative
label was selected. This annotator also revised the annota-
tions after discussing some general disagreements with the
other two annotators to improve consistency. Following this
labeling procedure, 56% of the 480 searchers were labeled
N, and 22% for both PN and PP.

Finally, 105 PP searchers were given DDX labels by two
annotators. Annotators 1 and 2 agreed on the exact day
in 46% of the searcher timelines, with an average disagree-
ment of 15.3 days on the remaining searchers. Annotators
1 and 3 agreed on the exact day in 63% of the timelines,
with an average disagreement of 5.7 days on the remaining
searchers. The annotators discussed and resolved all dis-
agreements larger than 7 days, which accounted for 15% of
the searchers. Of the 31% of searcher timelines where dis-
agreements were greater than 0 but less than or equal to 7
days, we automatically set the label as the later day of the
two annotations, so that the label is more likely to fall on
a day after the diagnosis had been officially confirmed with
pathology reports, which could be difficult to identify and
thus a source of disagreement.

4.3 Term Ontology
We created a large ontology of health- and cancer-related

words and phrases. The purpose for the lexicon is twofold:
the ontology categories and terms can be used as features
(described below) in learning classifiers for predicting whether
and when a searcher has been diagnosed with cancer, and
the ontology will assist in our analysis of searcher histories.

We created a three-level hierarchy of categories for a wide
variety of topics that cancer patients might search for via
inspection of sessions, review of informational resources for
breast cancer, and reflection about the needs of newly diag-
nosed patients. Classes include cancer diagnostics, health-
care, treatment, information on types and causes of cancer,
coping and social support, and many others. Table 3 shows
a sample of categories and the associated terms. The full on-
tology contains 19 top-level, 47 mid-level, and 127 bottom-
level categories covering 1963 terms.

The ontology includes some constraints such that terms
are only considered part of the ontology if they co-occur
with other terms. For example, the term “mass” is highly
ambiguous and is only considered a relevant term if it occurs



Category
Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Terms
Cosmetic Post-Surgery Post-Surgery {cosmetic,plastic} {surgery,surgeon}, prosthesis, prosthetic(s), implant(s), reconstruction
Cosmetic Hair Loss Hair Loss wig(s), head {scarf,scarves,covering(s)}, hair (re)grow(th)

Description Type Cancer Type DCIS, LCIS, IDC, ILC, lobular, ductal, in situ, metaplastic, mucinous, inflammatory
Description Staging/Grading Staging/Grading what stage, stages, staging, what grade, grades, grading, differentiated
Description Staging/Grading Stage pre( )cancer, early stage, stage {[0–4],zero–four,[I–IV]}({a,b,c})
Description Staging/Grading Grade grade {[1–3],[I–III]}, {low,moderate,intermediate,high} grade
Diagnosis Diagnosis Diagnosis diagnosis, diagnosed
Diagnosis Diagnostics Biopsy biopsy, biopsies
Diagnosis Screening Mammagraphy mammogram(s), mammography
Diagnosis Screening Ultrasound ultrasound(s)
Lifestyle Lifestyle Diet diet(s), eat(ing), food(s), vitamin(s), supplements, nutrition, protein, recipe(s), cookbook
Lifestyle Lifestyle Fitness fitness, exercise(s), yoga

Professional Healthcare Provider clinic(s), hospital(s), cancer center(s)
Professional Healthcare Doctor doctor(s), physician(s)
Professional Healthcare Oncologist oncologist(s)
Treatment Treatment Treatment treatment(s), medication(s), meds
Treatment Treatment Side Effects side effect(s)
Treatment Chemotherapy Chemotherapy chemotherapy, chemo, cemo, kemo
Treatment Chemotherapy Side Effects hair loss, hair fall(ing), {lose,losing} {my,your} hair

Table 3: A sample of ontology categories and terms. Spelling variants of the terms are also included, but not
exhaustively shown in this table. ( ) indicates optional characters, { } indicates sets, and [ ] indicates ranges.

in the same query with terms about cancer, anatomy, health-
care, or diagnosis. Occasionally we created constraints that
a term must not co-occur with other terms (for example
“ribs” is not considered an anatomical reference if the term
co-occurs with “bbq” or “pork”).

Some of the term categories were created by accessing
lists appearing in external resources or by generating phrases
from patterns that we specified. We created a large set of
strings to match geographic locations in the United States,
called the Geographic category, populated from a gazetteer
from the U.S. Geological Survey (http://geonames.usgs.gov)
containing 185,800 cities. We also created a set of strings
that mention the age of a person (the Age category, includ-
ing strings such as “at 55”, “age 55”, and “55 year(s) old”.

We created also categories with symptom and disease words
and phrases, composed by White and Horvitz [31]. After
removing ambiguous terms, our Symptoms category con-
tained 62 terms, and after removing various cancers (which
we distinguish from other diseases), our Diseases category
contained 249 terms. We created a separate category with
109 types of cancer listed by the U.S. National Cancer In-
stitute (NCI) (cancer.gov). Also using a list from NCI, we
created a Drugs category containing 57 brand and generic
names of drugs approved for breast cancer in the US.

5. DIAGNOSIS CLASSIFICATION

5.1 DX Classifier (Searcher Model)
A key subgoal of this work is to determine whether the

focus of attention and pattern of queries over time is con-
sistent with the searcher having breast cancer, and, if so,
whether the diagnosis appears to have occurred during the
observation period so as to allow for alignment of multiple
life histories. This subsection describes the features used to
classify searchers into these categories.

We extracted the set of terms and categories in Table 3
appearing in each query within a searcher’s history. Counts
of these terms and categories constitute standard lexical
“bag of words” features with additional features that group
terms into more general categories. We also created features

of conjunctions of up to three lexical features (indicating
counts of the number of queries and sessions within which
these features co-occurred). We created additional such con-
junctions with whether queries contain question words or
first/second person personal or possessive pronouns, which
could indicate that the terms are searched from an experi-
ential perspective—that is, in a manner signaling that the
searcher is experiencing symptoms rather than only explor-
ing their meaning.

We included a variety of features that are aggregated
across searchers’ entire histories, including search volume
from sessions that do not contain ontology terms, as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. These features often includes counts
of categories from Table 3, but we also created features that
count only the subset of these categories that are specific
to cancer (i.e. we exclude categories pertaining to general
healthcare or other life matters). We will describe these
two different sets of categories as the “ontology/cancer” cat-
egories. We extract the following features from a searcher’s
full history:

• Percentage of the searcher’s sessions which contain ontol-
ogy/cancer terms or the term “cancer” (three features).

• Number of different ontology/cancer categories ever se-
arched, and the distribution over categories.

• Ratios of the average length (in number of queries) of
sessions with ontology/cancer terms or “cancer” over the
average length of all sessions, and similar ratios for the
number of such sessions per day.

• Number of different disease terms or symptom terms ever
searched for. Searchers who search a large number of
different diseases are often healthcare professionals or
anxious searchers who are searching in an exploratory
rather than experiential manner.

Finally, we include various features that extract temporal
patterns from search histories. Features that characterize
temporal patterns in search histories could be informative
as searchers experiencing the illness follow certain timelines,
as illustrated in Table 2, and higher density of cancer-related
queries is also suggestive of experiential usage.



• Number of days from the beginning of the searcher’s
search activity to the first query containing an ontol-
ogy/cancer term or “cancer”, and similarly from the last
such query to the end of activity.

• Average, minimum, and maximum number of days be-
tween sessions containing an ontology/cancer terms or
“cancer”, and the average number of 7+ or 30+ day gaps
between such sessions.

• Largest number of sessions containing ontology/cancer
terms or “cancer” that appear within a 7-day and 30-
day periods in the search history, normalized by the
searcher’s average number of sessions per day.

• Difference in number of days between the first query for
one ontology category and the first query for another,
for all pairs of top-level categories, as well as the aver-
age difference between all such queries. This models our
conjecture that searchers with the illness tend to search
for categories in a certain order; e.g., searches about di-
agnostics precede searches about treatment options.

5.2 DDX Classifier (Timeline Model)
A second important task is to predict the point in time

when a searcher likely receives a cancer diagnosis. Let Du =
{1, 2, . . . ,mu} be the set of days of searcher u’s search his-
tory, where the first day of search activity is indexed as day
1, and mu is the number of days spanned by the searcher’s
history. We create a feature vector for each day d ∈ Du

and use these features to predict whether d is the day the
searcher appears to have first learned of the cancer diagnosis.

For this model, we extracted two separate sets of lexical
count features (query/session/user counts of the ontology
terms and categories) for the days before d and the days
after d, as well as d itself. For each of the various volume
and temporal pattern features for the DX model, we created
DDX a feature whose value is the ratio of the values of the
feature in the days before d to the value after d. We created
similar “before-and-after” features extracted from the only
the 10 days before and after d. Additionally, we created
these features for day d:

• Number of queries containing ontology/cancer terms from
Table 3 searched on this day.

• Number of different ontology categories searched on this
day and searched for the first time on this day, as well
as binary features for each category indicating if it was
searched for the first time on this day.

• For each ontology category, the number of days since the
previous occurrence of this category, and the number of
days to the next occurrence.

5.3 Training and Prediction
We used Multiple Additive Regression Trees (MART) [12]

for both the classification tasks. MART uses gradient tree
boosting methods for regression and classification. Advan-
tages of employing MART include model interpretability, fa-
cility for rapid training and testing, and robustness against
noisy labels and missing values.

We trained two DX classifiers, one to predict whether the
searcher appears to have cancer or not (N vs P*), and an-
other trained on the subset of searchers with cancer to dis-
tinguish whether it was recent (PN vs PP). Predictions are
made using the joint probability of these two classifiers. We

built DDX classifiers by applying binary classifiers to each
day in a searcher timeline independently. We trained three
classifiers to predict DDX at different granularities: (1) all
days within 7 days of DDX are labeled as positive and all
others are negative; (2) the single day of diagnosis is labeled
positive, the others within 7 days are negative, and all others
outside this window are excluded; and (3) all days after and
including DDX are positive and all days before are negative.
The predictions from these three classifiers are combined to
produce a final DDX prediction.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

6.1 Classifier Validation
We evaluated the DX and DDX classifiers by performing

10-fold cross-validation. For the DX classifier, we measured
the maximum F1 score reached at all prediction thresholds,
the recall at 90% precision (Rec@P90), and the precision at
25% recall (Pre@R25). For the DDX classifier, we measured
the accuracy at x days: the percentage of searchers whose
predicted day was ≤ x of the correct day, for x ∈ {0, 7, 15},
at both 100% recall and 25% recall. The reported metrics
are the average result across 10 folds.

To measure the improvement provided with inclusion of a
variety of features, Table 4 compares the performance of the
full models described in Section 5 with the performance of
baseline models that use only lexical features (the terms and
ontology categories in the search history). We see that the
full DX model performs better along several metrics than the
baseline, though not by a significant amount. The biggest
difference is in Rec@90, which is significant at the 85% level.
The full DDX model is significantly better than the baseline
at 15-day accuracy and all three metrics at 25% recall. Not
shown in the table is the accuracy within 30 days, which is
96.3% (± 0.7) at 100% recall in the full model.

We also performed ablation experiments in which we mea-
sured the performance of classifiers trained after removing
one high-level category from the term ontology before com-
puting features, so as to gauge the importance of each of
the feature categories. We found that the Diagnosis cat-
egory is the most informative for the DX classifier, which
upon removal resulted in the lowest scores in two metrics, F1
(73.5%) and Rec@90 (31.2%, significant at the 90% level).
The Description category appears to be the most impor-
tant for the DDX classifier, whose removal resulted in the
lowest score in all six metrics (five significant at the 95%
level), with exact-day accuracies at 32% (down from 43%)
and 52% (down from 73%) at 25% recall.

6.2 Alignment with Incidence Rates
To further evaluate our classification of newly diagnosed

searchers, we compared the geographic and demographic at-
tributes of searchers to breast cancer incidence rates avail-
able from the U.S. government.

6.2.1 Geography
We compared the geographic attributes of searchers in

our data set to 2009 (the most recent year available) age-
adjusted per-state breast cancer incidence rates from the
National Cancer Institute (NCI) and Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC).1 These statistics include 49

1
http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/uscs/cancersbystateandregion.aspx



Features Max F1 Rec@P90 Pre@R25
Lexical Only 74.6 ± 2.1 30.7 ± 6.3 90.6 ± 4.0
Full Model 76.5 ± 2.7 39.6 ± 4.4 94.3 ± 2.3

Features 0-Day Acc. 7-Day Acc. 15-Day Acc.
100% Recall

Lexical Only 38.2 ± 4.5 73.5 ± 1.3 85.8 ± 0.9
Full Model 42.5 ± 4.7 72.2 ± 0.5 88.5 ± 0.3

25% Recall
Lexical Only 59.0 ± 2.6 83.0 ± 0.6 90.4 ± 0.1
Full Model 72.8 ± 8.2 90.2 ± 4.2 99.0 ± 0.2

Table 4: Cross-validation performance with 95%
confidence intervals for the DX (top) and DDX (bot-
tom) classifiers.

U.S. states (data from the state of Wisconsin is suppressed
by law). We measured the Pearson correlation between these
incidence rates and the number of searchers in our data set
from each state normalized by the total number of searchers
from each state in the query log data.

We found that counts on the set of 138K searchers who
searched “breast cancer” at least three times is uncorrelated
with the state incidence rates (r=0.036). However, we found
that counts generated for the subset of searchers assigned
a high probability of recent diagnosis with breast cancer
(via the DX classifier) are significantly correlated. The 5625
searchers with probability ≥0.5 have a positive correlation of
r=0.348 (p=0.014). In contrast, the 5700 lowest-probability
searchers have a correlation of −0.052.

That the highest probability searchers are much more
strongly correlated with ground truth incidence rates (a ten-
fold increase at the maximum) provides evidence that our
DX classifier may indeed be identifying recently diagnosed
patients more accurately than our large baseline set of 138K
searchers. This demonstrates the value of the additional
features and modeling performed by our DX classifier.

6.2.2 Age and Gender
We also compared the incidence rates among demographic

groups to our comScore data set (Section 4.1), which ac-
quires and provides each searcher’s age and gender if known.
The NCI data we compared to are age-adjusted U.S. in-
cidence rates from 2006–2010.2 The comScore data set is
much smaller than our primary dataset: there are 804 users
who searched “breast cancer” three times, and 15 searchers
with classifier probability ≥0.5 of being recently diagnosed.

In 2006–2010, breast cancer incidence was 103.2 times
more likely in women than men, so we would expect the
bulk of newly diagnosed searchers in our data to be female.
Indeed, 70.0% of the 790 searchers are female, compared
to 49.7% in the entire comScore data. This percentage in-
creases within subsets of high-probability searchers: if we
consider the top k searchers, we find a high point of 88.9%
female among the top k=18 searchers.

Breast cancer incidence was 5.7 times higher for people
aged 65+, so similarly we expect to see a higher proportion
of elderly searchers in the set of DX searchers. Only 3.6%
of comScore searchers are aged 65+. This increases to 5.4%
in the set of 762 searchers, and this increases even further
when considering high-probability searchers: a high point of

2
http://seer.cancer.gov/csr/1975_2010/browse_csr.php?section=

4&page=sect_04_table.12.html
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Figure 1: A five-state HMM inferred from searcher
timelines. A special state was reserved for the day
of diagnosis. Each box shows the highest probabil-
ity ontology categories for that state, and edges be-
tween boxes indicate transition probabilities. Only
edges with transition probability ≥0.1 are shown.

22.2% of searchers within the top k=18 are aged 65+.
With both age and gender, the demographic distribution

within high-probability searchers is significantly closer to the
ground truth (female and elderly) than baseline levels. We
note that a breast cancer diagnosis will trigger searches from
multiple people apart from the patient, such as family mem-
bers, so we would not expect the demographic distribution
of DX users in our data to match incidence rates exactly.

7. ANALYSIS OF LIFE HISTORIES
We seek to analyze and characterize search queries across

time, in terms of multiple episodes marked by shifts on focus
of attention that have canonical timing characteristics. For
example, breast cancer searchers often go through distinct
information-seeking episodes, such as searches about suspi-
cious symptoms followed by searches about cancer diagnosis
later followed by searches about cancer treatment.

Our analysis centers around the identification and use of
pivot points: points in time (at the granularity of one day)
at which the searcher exhibits a particular shift in focus of
attention with queries. We can understand general patterns
of episodic search by aligning thousands of search histories
around various pivot points, and analyzing the aggregate
query volume at points in time with respect to each pivot.

The key pivot point is DDX, introduced in Section 4.2, at
which a searcher’s focus of attention shifts heavily toward
breast cancer. While there may be some breast cancer search
prior to DDX, this point marks a major shift in focus that is
with the characteristics of a searcher who had just learned
of a breast cancer diagnosis.

We define other pivot points using the following policies:

• Screening and diagnostic workup: The first point
in time that a user searches for terms related to diag-
nostic screening technologies (i.e., mammography, ul-
trasound, CT scans) prior to DDX.

• Surgery: The first point in time that a user searches



for terms related to surgery (including lumpectomy
and mastectomy) after DDX.

• Chemotherapy: The first point in time that a user
searches for terms related to chemotherapy after the
surgery pivot point. This ordering is chosen because
in cancer treatment, chemotherapy most often occurs
after surgery [29].

We base the determination of whether a pivot point is reached
on the appearance of search term in the corresponding on-
tology entry, as described in Section 4.3.

7.1 Inferring Episodes with an HMM
To help visualize and understand how cancer-related search

goals evolve over time, we applied a hidden Markov model
(HMM) to the ontology categories within the searcher time-
lines. We treat each day of a searcher’s timeline as a time
step associated with one state of the HMM, and all of the
low-level ontology categories that are searched on that day
are considered emissions at that time step. To do this, we
used the block HMM described in [22], a type of HMM that
models multiple emissions at each time step. This model
also includes a separate distribution for background noise,
to help filter emissions which are prevalent across all states.

We modified the HMM to include a special state for DDX.
This day was constrained to this state, and all other days
were constrained to the remaining states. We modeled the
timelines of 558 searchers that were classified at thresholds
estimated to have 90% diagnosis precision and timeline ac-
curacies of 74% and 88% within 0 and 7 days.

Figure 1 shows the parameters estimated from an HMM
with 5 states. The figure shows the eight most probable on-
tology categories in each state, with edges indicating tran-
sition probabilities between states. The most probable cat-
egory associated with the day of diagnosis is CancerType,
which contains terms describing specific types of breast can-
cer. Other high probability terms in this state include treat-
ment options and searches about prognosis and other statis-
tics. The state most likely to transition into the DDX state
is shown on the left and appears to be associated with the
diagnostic process, with terms about biopsy, screenings, and
symptoms. This appears to correspond well to a search
episode between the screening/workup pivot point and DDX.
The DDX state is most likely to transition to the two states
shown on the right which are both associated with vari-
ous treatments. The top right state is more likely to follow
DDX and contains terms related to more immediate treat-
ment solutions, including surgical procedures, while the lat-
ter is terms related to longer-term treatment like chemother-
apy and side effects. These two states appear to represent
episodes of search that are expected to surround the surgery
and chemotherapy pivot points.

7.2 Aggregate Timeline
We aligned the searcher timelines around each inferred

DDX point and the three pivot points described above by
computing the average query volume at various points in
time since the pivot point. For a pivot point p, dp is the
number of days since the pivot point, with dp = 0 on the
day and dp < 0 for days before that point.

Figure 2 shows the query volume by ontology category
over time, aligned around DDX and the three other pivot
points. The query volume (top) is reported for various ontol-

ogy categories as well as other queries outside the ontology.
The lower visualization shows the same volume normalized
to sum to 1 among the ontology categories.

The pivot points are positioned based on their average
distance from each other for all of the searchers. The first
workup searches occur an average of 20 days before DDX,
the first surgery searches (excluding those on DDX) occur
22 days after DDX on average, and the first chemother-
apy searches occur 28 days after the first surgery searches.
For comparison to the timing of true cancer patients, recent
studies have found a median time of 29 days between suspi-
cious mammograms and diagnosis [24] and mean times from
diagnosis to surgery of 5.6 weeks and surgery to chemother-
apy as 6.3 weeks in the U.S. [29]. The average times in
our data are likely shorter because, for example, people will
search for treatment before the treatment actually begins.

When considering only a single pivot point, we simply
plot the volume at each point dp. When visualizing volume
across multiple pivots, there are regions that include volume
measurements from two different pivot points: for example,
between the screening and DDX points, dscreening = 3 and
dDDX = −17 correspond to the same point on the x-axis.
The volume at such points is measured as an average of
the volume at that point from the two surrounding pivots,
weighted by the distance from the pivots. For example, the
volume 17 days before DDX is given as 3

20
the volume at

dDDX = −17 and 17
20

the volume at dscreening = 3. The
weighting is uniform at the halfway point between two piv-
ots. The motivation for this weighted scheme is so that
points most immediately before and after a pivot are more
heavily represented by the volume around the nearby pivot.

We gathered statistics from a larger number of searchers
for the studies with alignments; we used the DDX classifier
with 100% recall, which is highly accurate within two weeks.
These figures are generated using the set of 1700 searchers
estimated with 90% precision to be recently diagnosed. Not
all search histories span all points in time, and fewer than
a hundred searchers are represented at 365 days before and
after the day of diagnosis. These plots (and all others in this
subsection) are smoothed by taking a uniform average with
days dp ± |dp|/5 for each pivot p with a maximum of ±10
days; this results in stronger smoothing further from the
pivot points where there are fewer data points. We also re-
weighted the volume at each pivot point by the percentage
of users who performed any searches on the days before or
after the pivot. This was done to adjust for the fact that by
construction of the pivot points, all users performed searches
on these days, which leads to a misleadingly high estimate
of volume on these days compared to others.

7.2.1 Multi-Pivot Histories
Figure 2 highlights a number of interesting patterns about

search behavior over multiple episodes of breast cancer. We
note that the overall search volume, including all other queries
(beyond those captured by the ontology), remains relatively
flat outside of the spikes at the pivots: this suggests that
cancer-related search cuts into other search activity, and is
indeed “disruptive,” from the standpoint of search and re-
trieval performed prior to the illness. Cancer-related search
is largely non-existent prior to the initial workup, but very
heavy after the DDX. Cancer-related searches are 3.89 times
more frequent in the 60-90 days after DDX than the 60-90
days before DDX, during which cancer searches are at base-
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Figure 2: The raw (above) and normalized (below) average number of queries per day for different search
categories. The day on the x-axis is with respect to the pivot point, while the y-axis value is averaged between
the values of the two surrounding pivot points. Standard error of the unsmoothed values is shown for the
topmost curve.

line levels. Comparing the 30-day window beginning at 300
days after DDX, cancer-related searches are still 1.25 times
greater than baseline levels. The non-ontology queries drop
in frequency in these two periods after, at only .88 and .79
the baseline levels after 60-90 and 300-330 days.

We see that there is very little cancer-related search prior
to the first screening/workup search, then a jump for a pe-
riod of time in between the first workup searches and the
DDX. The searches in this time include searches for biop-
sies (which take place after a suspicious screening) as well
as searches about symptoms and other information. This
is consistent with our observations from the logs, wherein
searchers try to discern whether a suspicious mass is cancer-
ous by searching their symptoms and related information.

There is a sudden surge of cancer-related activity at the
DDX, especially in searches for more specific cancer informa-
tion such as the type, stage, and grade. This aggregate be-
havior is consistent with searchers who have just learned of
a cancer diagnosis and are searching about the specific can-
cer. The surgery pivot point shows an increase in searches
for breast reconstruction, which appears to be a significant
focus of attention for searchers during this time. Finally, the
chemotherapy pivot point shows an increase in the search
term “side effects” as well as searches for wigs and head-
scarves, which are suggestive of searchers who have experi-

enced hair loss, a common side effect of chemotherapy. We
also see an increase in searches for breast cancer drugs (many
of which are chemotherapeutic) after this point.

7.2.2 Stage of Illness and Timing
To further investigate the evolution of information needs

over time, we analyzed user timelines by dominant queried
stage of cancer. Cancer staging describes the extent of the
spread of the cancer at time of discovery: Stage 0 describes
non-invasive cancer that has not spread to neighboring tis-
sue, Stages I–III describe invasive cancers of varying size
that may have spread locally, and Stage IV cancer has spread
to other organs of the body [20]. For users who searched
for specific stages of cancer at least five times, we associ-
ated each user with the coarse-grained Stage (0 through IV)
searched most frequently. The number of searchers asso-
ciated with Stages 0–IV are respectively 94, 217, 189, 109
and 45. For each of the five user groups, we aligned the
timelines around DDX. The volume over time for the three
categories associated with the change points in the previous
section (screening/workup terms, surgery, and chemother-
apy terms) are shown over time for each stage in Figure 3.

We find notable differences between the five searcher groups
which align with clinical practices for treating patients di-
agnosed with each stage. Stage 0 cancer is most often dis-
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Figure 3: The average number of queries per day by users associated (based on most frequent search) for
each cancer stage. Patterns are consistent with cancer patients with these stages, e.g. surgery is not standard
treatment for stage IV and chemotherapy is not standard treatment for stage 0 [19].

covered through routine screening mammography [4], which
may explain the notable rise in searches related to screening
for this set of searchers much sooner than others. Surgery is
standard care for Stages 0-III but not for Stage IV [19],
which may explain why searchers in the stage IV group
have less surgery-related search volume than others. The
chemotherapy curves are consistent with the fact that higher
stage patients are more likely to undergo treatment. Stage
I-II patients are sometimes upstaged after surgical explo-
ration reveals additional findings about the extent of metas-
tasis that lead to consideration of chemotherapy, which may
explain the gradual rise of stage I searchers contrasted with
the sharp rise from Stage III-IV searchers [19].

Early stage cancer is often detected through routine screen-
ing, rather than from patients who receive a workup to ex-
plore whether such symptoms as self-detected lumps are a
cause for concern. We investigated whether the logs would
show findings consistent with this. Of the users who searched
for a screening term (e.g. “mammogram”), we separated
users based on whether they had searched any symptoms
that are associated with breast cancer (such as lumps, dis-
comfort, and pain) for the first time within 30 days prior to
DDX, and users who did not. Users who searched symptoms
prior to DDX had an average stage of 1.83, compared to 1.54
for users who did not (which are different with p = 0.154).
Users searching in a pattern consistent with a prompted di-
agnostic workup rather than routine screening search for in-
formation about a higher stage of cancer on average.

8. LIMITS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
We sought to understand search behavior surrounding breast

cancer-related shifts in attention, with emphasis on multiple
episodes over the history of the illness. We analyzed histo-
ries of 1700 searchers with a sustained focus of attention
on breast cancer. Our visualizations show how information-
seeking patterns evolve over time with respect to clinically
relevant episodes of breast cancer, including the periods
of time before and after searches for diagnostic screenings,
surgery, and chemotherapy, as well as patterns for more spe-
cific groups of users by stage of cancer. The patterns of
activity are generally consistent with the episodic timing of
cancer patients, as described in the medical literature, and
correlate significantly with reported incidence rates. The
analyses provide evidence that many of the searchers iden-
tified by our classifiers are experiencing a cancer diagno-

sis. Improving our understanding of the information needs
of people facing major diseases over the episodes of illness
is a first step to enhancing search and retrieval for these
searchers. Given new insights about the episodic phases of
information needs and retrieval, designers of search systems
may then wish to tailor the content surfaced to searchers so
that it is appropriate for the current episode.

Given the terms of use under which the data were col-
lected, we could not identify or contact any of the searchers
directly to confirm a diagnosis. We can only identify searchers
with new and strong shifts of attention to breast cancer,
whose search characteristics appear similar to newly diag-
nosed patients. At the time of writing, we are engaging di-
rectly with oncologists, surgeons, and breast cancer patients
to understand the nature of relevant search activities before
and after diagnosis. We have created a survey that provides
options for newly diagnoses patients to consent sharing their
long-term query histories, as well as dates of diagnosis and
other key milestones of the life history of their illnesses. The
ability to connect long-term search data, user self-reports,
and electronic health records (in IRB-approved studies) can
serve as a powerful joint methodology, for learning about the
links between search behavior and associated clinical situa-
tions. To date, only a small number of participants have
agreed to share this data with us. While we are actively
working to recruit more patients, and hope to present a
small-scale study with the ground truth data in future work,
the more invasive and detailed methods will not match the
scale of the experiments presented in this paper. We argue
that there is clear utility in the classifier-based approach
of the current study, which offers broad insights on health
seeking over time from large user populations.

The temporal trends illustrated in this paper are illumi-
nating yet intuitive, providing empirical evidence of the dis-
ruption caused by a serious illness. Beyond breast cancer,
we believe the types of analyses and visualizations presented
in this paper could be applied to other search activity sur-
rounding events that can be described as multiple episodes.
We showed that relevant pivot points in search timelines can
be identified with simple heuristics like the first day of par-
ticular search times, or identified with more sophisticated
classifiers. The approach offers a direction, methods, and
proof-of-concept. We hope our exploration and experiments
will serve as a source of ideas and directions on the prospect
of making additional discoveries about information seeking
around diagnosis of breast cancer and other illnesses.
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